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GLASSWARE
Stylish stainless steel

The new collection of Hexagon Glass 
jars from T&G have stylish stainless steel 
lids and are just too gorgeous to hide 
away in the pantry!

Perfect for storing dried fruits, flour, 
lentils and so much more, these 
versatile jars look great individually 
or as a collection. Available in various 
sizes each with screw tight lid, keeping 
contents fresh. They join the popular 
T&G lattice and ribbed glass collections.

These attractive glass jars make the 
perfect present and are ideal for the 
pantry, kitchen cupboard or even better 
on display. 

Suggested retail prices from £3.99 to 
£6.99.
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NORDIC
Nordic Serveware

Introducing new additions to T&G’s 
“Nordic” range for summer -  long 
handled boards. These serving boards 
are perfect for relaxed, seasonal dining 
and also ideal for every day food 
preparation or presenatation. 

Made from acacia wood these boards 
are available in two finishes; natural and 
white.

They are everything you would expect 
from a Nordic influence, simple clean 
lines and pure functionality.

Suggested retail price is £25.99 to 
£28.99.
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PAINTED TRIVETS
Perfect for serving & 

sharing

Introducing stylish new trivets from 
T&G. Each piece is crafted to maintain 
the unique character of the wood with 
a smoothly cut surface and then painted 
in on trend colours. These new trivets 
will give a decorative element to the 
table.

The trivets are ideal for placing hot pans 
and dishes when sharing meals on the 
dinner table and protecting surfaces in 
the kitchen. In wood with a natural feel, 
they will effortlessly complement many 
kitchen accessories and look fabulous 
with T&G’s Pride of Place ceramics.

The trivets are available in two sizes; 
small and large and two different 
colourways; green, cream, acacia and 
grey, white, acacia.

Suggested retail prices for the new 
trivets are from £12.99 to £16.99.
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Painted trivets look fabulous 
with Pride of Place ceramics.
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DIP DISH SETS
Designed to serve!

Introducing two new exciting gift pieces 
for Christmas – square dip dish set 
with 4 assorted coloured bowls and 
rectangular dip dish set with 3 assorted 
coloured bowls.

The new gift 
dip dish sets 
with colourful 
stoneware 
bowls and 
acacia platters 
are perfect for 
serving dips, 
nibbles and 

tapas at parties and celebrations. The 
dip dish sets come colourfully gift boxed 
making the ideal gift or self-purchase 
treat, just in time for Christmas!

Suggested retail price for the gift boxed 
4 dip dish set is £19.99 each

Suggested retail price for the gift boxed 
3 dip dish set is £17.99 each.
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BAR PREP 
BOARDS

Gin & drink it!

Retailers and consumers alike will be 
keen to get their hands on these great 
new additions from T&G.

Made from hevea wood, use these 
quirky boards for cutting lemon and 
limes for gin and tonics, vodka tonics or 
maybe even other fruit for cocktails at 
the bar. These boards can also be used 
for serving up nibbles or cheese for 
two!

A practical, eye catching board for 
everyday use which will be treasured 
for years to come. A great gift for any 
occasion and certainly a great stocking 
filler!

Suggested retail price for Bar prep 
boards are £9.99 each
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CLASSIC MILLS
Mill gift sets

Choose from 2 new mill gift sets; T&G’s 
popular copper finish Globe mills and 
Pebble mills with beech top now come 
beautifully gift boxed.

All T&G mills have ceramic grinders, this 
means no metal grinders to corrode 
and no plastic salt grinders to wear 
out! All T&G Classic mills come with a 
lifetime mechanism guarantee.

Create a bright and colourful display 
with this new collection from T&G.

Suggested retail price for Pebble mill set 
is £41.99.

Suggested retail price for Globe mill set 
is £34.99.
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CLASSIC MILLS
Mill gift sets with wooden 
crates- perfect pressies!

Choose from a selection of mill sets with a salt & 
pepper crate.

Introducing a set of two Manhattan upside down mills 
available in a choice of white and grey, each comes with 
a salt & pepper crate to keep work surfaces and tables 
tidy. Or choose from a set of Capstan acrylic mills;this 
salt and pepper mill set is at home on the table as in 
the kitchen. Each of these mill sets with wooden crates 
come beautifully gift boxed.

All T&G mills have ceramic grinders, this means no 
metal grinders to corrode and no plastic salt grinders 
to wear out! All T&G Classic mills come with a lifetime 
mechanism guarantee.

Create a bright and colourful display with this new 
collection from T&G.

Suggested retail price for all gift sets £24.99.



Established in 1975, T&G is a family run 
business, still managed by one of the founders 
(Patrick Gardner, MD) and based in Portishead, 
Bristol, United Kingdom.

All T&G products start from a blank sheet of 
paper, developing and creating every product 
to ensure that it is the best that it can be. 

We designed the T&G curved wooden spatula 
in the 1990’s and our CrushGrind® Apollo 
mill has won many awards. Our FSC® certified 
beech “TV boards” as used on many TV 
cookery programmes, have been an industry 
icon since 1979. All these products and many 
more have gone on to become design classics. 
With over 41 years in business, there aren’t 
many kitchens that won’t have one of our 
products!

We cannot emphasise enough how much 
care and attention goes into designing and 
manufacturing our products and how much we 
obsess about every detail. We are passionate 
about our brand and products.

T&G are delighted to be exhibiting at 
Exclusively Housewares 2017. We would be 
happy to provide digital images or samples of 
any of the products featured in the Press Pack.

For further information please contact:

Jenny Handley
Head of Marketing

Gill Endean
Marketing & Graphic Design Co-ordinator

T: +44 (0) 1275 841841
E: marketing@tg-woodware.com

About T&G
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